
JOHANNESBURG JOINT COUNCIL OF EUROPEANS AND AFRICANS

NATIVES III URBAN AREAS

1. The Johannesburg Joint Council of Europeans and 
Africans has carefully considered the Draft Urban Areas Act 
Further Amendment B ill , which is published in the Supplementary 
Report of the Joint Select Committee on the Native Bills ,
and also the terms of reference to the Government Committee 
on Natives in Urban areas which is now sitting. As the terms 
of reference follow the principles of the Draft B ill , the v 
Council has devoted its attention to the latter and its 
implications.

2. The Draft Bill is based upon erroneous ideas 
which the Joint Council must combat, v i z . :-

I. That the influx of Natives into urban areas is due 
to blameworthy tendencies among them, to counteract 
which penal sanctions must be imposed;

II* That the urban areas must be regarded as European 
areas, in which no Native has any claim for 
recognition as a permanent resident with assured 
rights.

3. I. Under existing conditions, the influx of Natives 
into the towns cannot be prohibited by penal sanctions with
out causing flagrant injustice. While it is true, and 
natural, that some Natives find the towns more attractive 
than the country, it is sheer folly to attribute the wholesale 
migration of Natives thither to this cause and to hooe to 
punish it by means of penal sanctions. The causes are 
deep-rooted in the social and economic conditions of life
in the Reserves and on European farms.

4. Many, if not most, of the factors which have been 
at work uprooting the White land worker have also affected 
the Native: the rapid change from a subsistence to a money 
economy; the growth of social needs which the returns from
the land cannot satisfy; the increased cost of living generally. 
To these must be added, for the Native, the severe limitation 
of land imposed by the Native Lands Act of 1913, and the 
consequent over-stocking and over-population of the Reserves, 
and the imposition of heavy direct and indirect taxation upon 
Natives, quite out of proportion to their economic ability 
to discharge.

5. Advocates of the draft Bill justify the fierceness 
• f  their proposals by pointing to the Land B ill ,  which, they 
say, makes a gift of great areas of land to the Native populatic 
and which, added to the existing Reserves, will provide the 
Natives with land enough to enforce the policy of territorial 
segregation and into which the surplus Native population in 
non-Native rural and urban areas can be driven. The Land Bill 
also provides penal sanctions for this purpose. The Land 
Bill—i-a opokor* of ac a "Now D w l" .

6. It pannot be too strongly emphasised that the 
Land Bill is n» itrrer a free gift nor- a. fair rlea-K Quite 
apart from the unjust insistence upon the abandonment of the 
Cape Franchise as a quid pro quo for the Land B ill , it is
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wrong to speak of the Land B ill as a g ift , beoause the 
best that can be said of it is that it gives some promise 
of the tardy fulfilment of a promise made nearly a quarter 
of a century ago, when the Native Lands Act was passed.
The Native Lands Act embodied a clause which was designed 
to silence protests and to salve consciences, and which 
stipulated that a commission should be appointed "to recommend 
further areas to be set apart in which Natives could acquire 
land and which also gave the Governor-General power to 
purchase, and, if necessary, to expropriate land for the 
purpose, out of monies voted by Parliament. The present 
Bill proposes to carry out the first part, but limits the 
additional areas to seven and a quarter million morgen, of 
which a considerable part consists of land which the Natives 
themselves have purchased either before the Land Act came 
into force or since, bv the ^ ^c ia l jD e r m is s io n  of the 
Governor-General**'- ^fot£ftcm ncil^as?£n&’ record of the 
total sum hitherto voted by Parliament, under the Land Act, 
but, according to that authoritative work Native Administration 
To ^ S -Hnlon_o£ South A frica , the total sum betv/een 1S18 and 
1933 is £260,000 ( i .e .  at the rate of a little  over £17,000 
per annum) - a sum which appears infinitesimal against the 
fifteen or twenty million t>ounds which would be required to 
secure seven and a quarter million morgen of land provided 
for in the Land Bill. It should be noted too that the areas 
are not set apart -> only released from the restrictions of 
tie Natives Land Act, while the Land Bill still leaves vague 
and indefinite the sums which Parliament may make available 
for purchase.

7 -  ̂ There is thus nothing in the Native Land Bill to
ensure that there will be adequate land for present Native 
needs; and to this uncertainty must be added the certainty 
that large numbers of Natives will be thrust into scheduled 
and released areas from European farms if Chapter IV' of the 
Bill is enforced. To impose penal sanctions upon Natives 
seeking shelter in the towns is therefore bound to cause 
bitterness. ’ mwU clqJc

8* In the opinion“of^tHe*iToiH^t:>(7fc'ancriI  ̂ 'the draft
Bill approaches the problem of the townward migration of 
Natives in an entirely wrong-*6*4*4  way. The Joint Council 
fully realises that this migration cannot be ignored, if only 
for the following reasons;-

(i)  It signifies a gravely disordered condition in 
the social and economic life  of the Native 
population, not only in the Reserves but also 
on European farms.

( i i )  It adversely affects the economic interests of 
the more settled urban population, European and 
Non-European, unskilled and semi-skilled.

( i i i ) l t  imposes a burden upon urban local authorities 
in respect of housing and Native administration 
which they find it increasingly difficult to 
carry.

9 * While measures must be taken to deal with the
causes of the townward migration (such as the lack of land': x 
the following steps more directly
with the migration of Natives into the towns:-

(and the Joint Council proposes to discuss then in sorre detail 
in a statement on the Native B il ls ) .  Ci; -



(i )  A national system of labour exchanges for Natives which
Qi&gsfcut be organised ±1© "Sine following ways:-
( a) Monthly returns to be submitted to the 

office of the Director of Native Labour 
by every urban Native Commissioner »nd 
every urban authority shewing the number
of Nptivr-s de si roue. of obtaining employment,
•the monthly pv.gregate cf employment, and 
the likely labour requirements of the area 
during the following month.

(b) Monthly circular by the Director of 
Native Labour to all Native Commissioners 
and Municipal authorities giving in 
convenient form the state of the Native 
labour market, and indicating, possibly
in zones, the areas in which Native labour
is required and not required with the
wage and other working conditions prevailing.

(c) All passes issued by Native Commissioners 
to Natives to proceed to other districts 
for employment to be reported to the 
Native Commissioner or Urban Location 
Superintendent concerned (or both) and
a register of employed and unemployed 
Natives to be kept at each centre.
(This should not include professional 
workers, such as teachers and ministers).

(d) Unemployed Natives should be offered work 
on the labour exchange system wherever 
employment is offering. Section 17 of 
the Urban Areas Act could be applied to 
cases of prolonged and unjustifiable

w*v empleyment. But this section should be 
used as a remedial rather than a punitive 
weapon.

(e) Subject to the control indicated in ( i i )  and ( i i i )  
below, no Native who is unemployed in a
rural area and has definite offer of 
employment elsewhere, should be prevented 
from taking advantage of the offer.

( i i )  The engagement of rural Natives for employment 
in the towns should be more closely controlled, 
and such Natives should not be employed 1ffna&gt?ie 
minimum rates (as suggested later herein) except 
in special and rare circumstances. In all such 
cases the employer should be responsible for the 
housing of the Natives and for their return home- 
The provisions of the Native Labour Recruiting 
laws and regulations should be applicable.

( i ii ) ratio
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10 • 11• The position of the settled urban population
nojL-Calls for consideration. As indicated earlier, the 
Joint Council combats the view that urban areas must be 
regarded as European areas in which no Native has any 
claim for recognition as a permanent resident with assured 
rights as a worker and a citizen.

! ! •  When the Urban Areas Act of 1933 was passing
through Parliament this Joint Council pressed for the 
recognition of the right in equity of Natives to hold land 
in freehold in urban areas. This right it still maintains 
should have been granted. Under the Draft Bill the position 
of the Natives is made even worse and they are to become 
subject to most arbitrary and high-handed removal "by force", 
from areas which in a great many cases have been their homes 
since birth and their families for generations.

12. The Joint Council holds that the view that urban
areas are exclusively European areas is erroneous because,

(a) The towns are the product of the joint labours 
of Europeans and Non-Europeans, and it is too 
late in the day to repudiate the share of Natives 
and other Non-Europeans in the development of
the towns.

(b) Natives have been resident in the towns for 
generations. In the Cape, Natives have been 
resident in many towns for the past century.
^ven in Natal, the Transvaal and Orange Free 
State the towns have always contained Natives.
The  ̂ result is that today there are many thousands 
of Natives who have no connection whatever 
outside their home towns.

(c) The Native Lands Act of 1913 drove large numbers 
of Natives into the towns, because there was no 
other provision made for them, and there they 
have made their homes and brought up families
in the belief that they would not be molested 
again.

(d) The areas scheduled to the new Land B m  will not 
be sufficient to maintain the Native population 
and it is quite fallacious to sav that the Native 
population will have its own areas where it can 
develop along its own lines. The fact that 
three-fourths of the population is to be for 
ever condemned to a maximum of twelve and a half 
per cent, in its holding of the land, prohibits 
any possibility of this.

(e) The Joint Council believes that the economic 
interests of the country will be served best by 
encouraging a stabilised urban Native population 
in preference to a large army of periodical 
workers, since
(i)  it will lead to greater efficiency;
( i i )  by encouraging a rise in wages, it 

will,not only obviate the present 
danger to White standards of a low 
Native wage level, but will increase 
that consuming power of the home market 
on which the future of the country 
largely depends.

But, even if the economic argument were not, we 
believe, in our favour, we should oppose any
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extension of the system,which aims at making 
Natives periodical and unrelated workers in 
the towns,on purely moral grounds.

13* t Much is heard of the evil effects of the 
Native's contact on the town life , and it is claimed that 
the policy of preventing permanent settlement of Natives 
in towns has, as a morel foundation, the desire to save 
Natives from contamination. We desire to ooint out that
(1) contamination is inherent in the character of towns 
where slums ha.ve been allowed to grow up, and, so long a.s 
Natives come in as poorly paid labour,their economic position 
will force them into the very contact with the sources of 
contamination which it is ostensibly desired to avoid; and
(2) where, as under our present conditions, and presumably 
on a wider scale under the new conditions it is proposed 
to institute, men are encouraged to come to the towns 
without their wives and families, deprived of the stabil
ising influence of their family responsibilities, and in 
the abnormality of the social circumstances which result, 
they are inevitably tempted into courseswhich contaminate 
the very springs of family life . Yet it is our duty to
a dependent race and in our own interest to see that this 
family life , this essential foundation of the community, 
should be preserved in its healthiest form and founded upon 
a solid basis of protected rights.

14. We therefore press that

1. The town dwelling Native, like the town dwelling 
workers of the other races, should be protected 
by means of minimum wage regulation and by the 
control and restriction,and eventual prohibition, 
of the use of cheap labour, imported from rural 
and extra-Union areas, as proposed in paragraph 9.
The Joint Council supnorts the memorandum on this 
subject published by the S.A. Institute of Race 
Relations in its journal Race Relations (February 
1933) under the title "Economic Maladjustments and 
the Civilised Labour Policy". The---JtrcTWn dwelj-ing 
Native wrurkpr Bhfvuld—kir~~TnnJi]d*3‘Tt"vn thg^-e^rtegory 

-crr^Tvilise4--3rSbour and pa'td accord^rTgly.

3. Recognition be given of the urban Native's right 
to undisturbed residence in the town and to 
security of tenure for his home. This would 
involve the conversion of the present "locations" 
into villages, in which the Natives have freedom 
to build their own homes upon a secured basis and 
in which the residents are not subject to the will 
of the location superintendent. We believe that 
there is everything to be gained by recognising 
the rights of a stabilised urban Native population 
to security in the towns, and we would advocate 
the creating of Native townships uhere building 
sites might be acquired either in freehold or on 
long lease, public services be provided by the 
municipality, as for other sections of the town, 
and that order be kept by the ordinary means 
applicable in other areas.
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It will no doubt be claimed in 
opposition to this suggestion that the police 
have all they can do today to maintain order 
and peace in townships where ingress and egress 
are controlled and that there must be some 
means of dealing with vagrants and those who 
cannot -Day their rents, etc.

We would submit that the necessity for 
so much police activity is inherent in the 
attempt to control by -oenal sanctions a 
population denied stable interests. Location 
permits, pass laws, poll tax receipt hunting 
amcng people without fixed economic and social 
interests through which they might be controlled, 
account for the bulk of police activity - with 
ill ic it  beer trading, which is itself a corollary 
to the general defects of the natives social and 
economic position. Further, these activities, 
not only keep the police from attention to more 
important work, but result in the most serious 
invasions of Native private l ife ,  ^rlr-tr^y
t h e - 1  Pr&t  f r n g r n n n t .R  n f  t h p f -  a f i C U r  i 
raspeet-ability is founded.

3. The provision in these villages of the educational 
facilities  desirable for the adjustment of the 
children to urban conditions. The uncertainty, 
created by the constantly reiterated threat that 
Natives are to be expelled from the towns, has 
had serious effects upon the development of 
educational facilities  in urban areas, while the 
failure to ensure that the children are brought 
under educational influences has alre.adv created
a problem of juvenile delinquency. Ample 
educational facilities  would do much to combat this 
latter evil.

4. The callous attitude of the Department of Labour 
towards the problem of unemolovment amongst 
Natives and other Non-Europeans, has already brought 
us ^ ace with the fact that large numbers
of Native youths have not been able to procure 
any regular employment since they left school.
The influence of this factor in the development 
of delinquency needs no emphasis. Special 
attention should be given to the needs of Native 
youth in any scheme of lab cur exchanges.

15- In conclusion, the Joint Council reiterates that
the urban Native is entitled to the full recognition of his 
claim to remain in the town with permanent, protected rights, 
and that the disturbing agitation for his forcible removal 
should be silenced once and for all; further, that the 
best interests of the whole population, both European and 
Non-European, would be secured by such a rise in the 
Native’ s standard of living as stability and the economic 
advance dependent on stability can alone provide, and by 
the development of a free people confident in its rights 
and contributing its full share to the social and economic 
well-being of the whole community.
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SUKMABY OF EVIDENCE TO SE PRESE1TTED' TO THE COMMITTEE OK ’TA^IVES
------------------- i ttjkban ik w .-------- *------------ 151------------

While measures must be taken to deal with the causes 
of the townward migration (such as trie lacK of land), t.ie following 
stens are no?; suggested to deal more directly with the ;uigration 
of Natives into the towns:-

(1) A national system of labour exchanges for Natives which might 
be organised in the following ways:-
(a) Monthly returns to be submitted to the office of the 

Director of Native Labour by every urban Native 
Commissioner and every urban authority showing the 
number of Natives desirous of obtaining employment, 
the monthly aggregate of employment, and the lively 
labour requirements of the area during the following 
month.

(b) Monthly circular by the Director of Native Labour to all 
Native Commissioners and Municipal authorities giving in 
convenient form the state of the Native labour market, 
and indicating, possibly in zones, the areas in w;,ich 
Native labour is required and not required with the 
wage and other working conditions prevailing.

(c) All passes issued by Native Commissioners to Natives to 
proceed to other districts for employment to be re' orted
to tne Native Commissioner or Urban Location Superintendent 
concerned (or both) and a register of employed and un
employed Natives to be kept at each centre.
(This Sxiould not include professional workers, such as 
teachers and ministers) .-

( d) Unemployed Natives should be offered work on the labour 
exchange system wherever employment is offering. Section 
17 of the Urban Areas Act could be applied to cases of 
prolonged and unjustifiable employment. But this 
section should be used as a remedial rather than a 
punitive weapon.

(e) Subject to the control indicated in (3) and (’3) below, * 
no Native who is unemployed in a rural area and has 
definite offer of employment elsewhere, should be 
prevented from taking advantage of the offer.

(2) The engagement of rural Natives for employment in the towns 
should be more closely controlled, and such Natives should not 
be employed under the minimum rates (as suggested later herein) 
except in special and rare circumstances. In all such cases 
the employer should be responsible far the housing of the 
Natives and for their return home. The provisions of the 
Native Labour Recruiting laws and regulations should be 
applicable.

(3) Careful watch should be kept upon the ratio of adult males 
taken or allowed away from their homes, with a view to the- 
prevention of the evils which arise from too great migration 
of the male population.

The Joint Council holds that the view that urban areas 
a±e exclusively European areas is erroneous because,

(a) The towns are tne product of the joint labours of
Europeans and Non-Europeans........................

(b) Natives have been resident in the towns for generations-..
(c) The Native Lands Act of 1913 drove large numbers of 

Natives into the towns, because there was no other pro
vision made for them, and there they have made their
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homes and brought up families in the belief that they 
would not be molested again .......................

(d) The areas scheduled to the new Land Bill will not be 
sufficient to maintain the Native population.. . . . . .

(e) The Joint Council believes that the economic interests 
of tne country will be served best by encouraging1 a 
stabilised urban Native population in preference to a 
large army of periodical workers, since,
(i)  it will lead to greater efficiency;
( i i )  by encouraging a rise in wages, it will,- not only 

obviate the present danger to White standards of a 
low Native wage level, but will increase that 
consuming power of the home market on which the 
future of the country largely depends.

But, even if the economic argument were not, we believe 
m  our favour, we should oppose any extension of the 
system, which aims at making Natives periodical and 
unrelated workers in the towns, on purely moral grounds.

. We therefore press that

^ ' The town dwelling Native, like the town dv/elling workers 
of the other races, should be protected by means of 
minimum wage regulation, control and restriction, and 
eventual prohibition of the use of cheap labour,
imported from rural and extra Union areas.............
Recognition be given of the urban Native's right to un
disturbed residence in the town and to security of tenure 
for his home...................................

3. Tne^provision in villages of the educational facilities 
desirable for the adjustment of the children to urban 
conditions...................

4. . . . . . . . . .  -.Special attention should be given to the needs
ox Native youth in any scheme of labour exchanges.

• vr . conclusion'» the Joint Council reiterates that
t urban Native is entitled to the full recognition of his claim 
to remain in  the town with permanent, protected rights, and that 
tne disturbing agitation for hi£ forcible removal should be 
silenced once and for all ; further, that the best interests of 
ne whole population, both European and Non-European, would be 

secured by such a rise in the Native’ s standard of living as 
stability and the economic advance dependent on stability  can 
a one provide, and by the development of a free people confident 
m  its rights and contributing its full share to the social and 
economic well-being of the whole community.
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„ T'he ‘‘'retoria ^ative welfare Association(Joint Council of

Europeans and Natives) does not altogether sympathise with the 

aims of the Committee appointed to go into certain matters 

connected with Natives in urban aroasj the Association certain 

-1 y objects to the wording in which the Committee’s alms are 

set forth.

"e feel that legislation that shirks the root cause of

the influx taxUiKxfconeM of rural Natives to the towns is

worse than useless: the Native in coming to the towns is 
obeying

atoifc&±Hg/an economic and cultural urge, and the only wise 

solution of the problem is to be sought in an improvement in 

the standard of living of the rural Native. is unreason

able to expect the Native to remain on the land i f  there are 

no opportunities for earning a decent living, ar< d educating 

his children.

The needs of the rural areas are well known:

1* The Reserves are becoming overcrowded desert wastes.

‘^oney must be found for agricultural development and a 

generous scheme of Native land settlement is urgently required

2. No adequate provision has been m de for the education of

the children of labour tenants; and generally speaking Native 

education in rural areas has been shamefully neglectcd by 

the government.

3. The labour-tenant System should be abolished: its per

petuates the worst features of medieval feudalism, under 

which no progress is possible.

4. The taxation in rural areas drives thousands of Natives 

to seek paid work in towns, Ihe taxation in rural areas 

should therefore be lightened.

e have no desire under present conditions to enforce 

the principle of limiting the number of Nati es in urban 

areas to the labour requirements of such areas, as it would 

seem to imply that the urban Nc.tive's right to exist depends 

on the needs of White employers. »«e believe that the Native

should be free to choose between urban and rural l i fe .  The



principle places intolerable restrictions on the f-eedom of 

movement and reduces the rural Native to a c ondit ion of 

serfdom. <7e fear that the enforcement of this principle will 

lead to grave injustice, "henev r an urban Native leaves his 

job he w ill  be liable to be "withdrawn" from his home also 

as x "superfluous" !

-'i sound system of co-operative stores through which the 

rural Native could supply the needs of the urban Native 

would add enormously to the econon^c independence of the 

Native population as a whole, and would tend to keep the 

rural ^ative in the country.

"ith  regard to the funds for caxTying out these recommend

ations,we feel that the ^ative, if only because of his labour 

in the mines, on which the whole prosperity of ->outh Africa 

depends, is morally entitled to a very considerable share 

of the six millions surplus lately announced by the Minister 

of finance.

In conclusion we feel that the w^ole problem of the 

drive from the country to the town is far too big to be tack

led by municipal regulations, ^uch an attempt will only cause

superficial irritation without going to the root of the dis

ease.

J.T.Boriwe11,

Chairman,
Pretoria Native welfare -association,

(Joint Council of Europeans and Natives).
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